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Advances in the field of integer programmi ng have 
recently been made by Young and Glover, who have developed 
primal all integer integer programming algorithms. It is 
the purpose of this paper to gain computational experience 
and suggest techniques to improve the efficiency of the 
algorithm. A first phase procedure is developed to obtain 
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Advances in the field of i n teger programming have 
C1oJ [sJ 
recently been made by Young and Gl over , who have 
developed primal all inter-integer programming algorithms. 
A primal algorithm is one that proceeds through a 
series of primal feasible bases towards an optimal solution 
of the problem. The two principle advantages of a primal 
method are: 
1) at any point during the solution, the problem may 
be stopped and a feasible solution exists that may be used 
as a "good" approximation : 
2) a feasible solution arrived at by any method may 
be used as a starting point for a primal algorithm. The 
most famous example of a primal programming algorithm is 
Dantzig's Simplex Algorithm.[ 2 , 3 J 
Until Young developed his first primal algorithm[g] 
there were no fini t 'e primal algorithms available in the 
literature; however, there was one privately attributed 
to Gomory. Algorithms developed priqr to this time were 
either cutting plane or enumeration types. Young's first 
algorithm was extremely complex and difficult to implement 
for any p-ractical purpose. Subsequently Young simplified 
h . 1 . h [10 J 1s a gor1t m • 
• 
The objective here is to gain computational experi-
ence with the new algorithms of Young and Glover . and to 
sugg.es t techniques that will improve their efficiency. 
, 
7 
The two algorithms are not significantly different, thus 
they will be considered as one where the minor d i fferences 
will be noted. 
The algorithm contains nondeterministic rules which 
will be investigated to determine their effect on the pro-
gress of the algorithm. The rule for the selection of a 
pivot column in the Simplex Algorithm for solving linear 
programs is an example of a nondeterministic rule. In 
its most general form the rule is to select any column that 
has a negative coefficient in the objective function. The 
user has to determine which column he will select as a 
pivot column from a set of columns that have negative co-
efficients in the objective function. 
The algorithms require a knowledge of a feasible in-
teger solution. In a problem this may be difficult to 
obtain • A first phase procedure is developed to obtain an 
initial feasible integer solution. 
II Description of the Algorithm 
The basic problem unde r con sidera t ion is : 




X + I a .x . = a 0 OJ J 00 j=l 
n 




m+j -x . 0 J = j=l,2 , ••• , n 
x . ~ 0 and integer 
J 
j=l,2, ••• , n 
Without loss of generality it can be assumed that all 
a . . are integers and all a . ~ 0. , If not, appropriate 
1J 10 
techniques are available to insure thi s. 
In this section the p r ocedures to solve (1) are de-
scribed and set forth. The method i s contai ned in a primal 
algorithm that relies heavily on Dan t zig's Simplex Algo-
rithm [ 2 • 3 ] and Gomory's All Integer In t eger Progr amming 
Algorithm[?]. 
Es s entially the algorithm selects a pivot column and 
[6] 
a source r ow which is used to generate a Gomory cut • The 
cut equation is then ad j oined t o the problem and used as 
the pivot row for a change of basis. Each pivot does not 
9 
necessarily result in an increase in the objec t ive function 
and more restrictive rules are necessary for the selection 
of a pivot column and source row to insure that the proce-
dure is finite. 
Prior to proceeding to the description of the algo-
rithm it is necessary to define the following terms and no-
tational convention s. 
Let 
v = index of pivot column 
s = index of source row 
J = set of indicies of non basic variables 
e. = min (a . /a . . ) for a .. > 0 for j in J. J J.O J.] J.] 
[ t] = greates t integer less than or equal to t. 
S(j) = set of row indices i such that 
o ~ [a . 1 a .. J ~ e . 
J.O J.] J for j in J. 
Aj = jth column of coeffi c ients for j in J. 
The cut equa tion is defined as 
x . + u 
J 
where u = slack variable associated with the cu t 
equa tion 
(2) 
A transition c ycle is a p i vot that results in an in-
crease in the objective func tion . A station a ry cycle is 
a pivot that does not increase the objective function. 
10 




that is adjoined to the problem to gu ide the progress of 
the algorithm through a sequ ence of s t a tionary cycles. 
This is necessary to insure that the number of interven-
ing stationary cycles between two transition cycles is 
finite which is necessary to insure that the algorithm will 
terminate in a finite number o f steps. 
The reference vector i s defined as 
A . = A ./a . =(a ./a . , a . . ja . , ••• , a . ja . ) (4) J J rJ OJ rJ 1J rJ mJ rJ 
for all j such tha t a . > 0. A . is not defined for 
rJ J 
a . ~ 0. 
rJ 
The exact form of the r eference constra int is not spe-
cified and is one of t he cho ices of the user. The refer-
ence constraint mus t sa tisfy t he fol l owingo 
k"o * 1) A . implies a 
rj > 0 J 
L-
2) a . < 0 implies A . >A 
rJ J v 
(5) 
* The symbolZmeans lexicographically l ess than . A vector 
x is said to be lexicographically less tha n a vector y 
if t he first non zero component of the vector (x- y) is 
negative. 
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Young suggests u sing (3} as a reference constraint 
whe re all a . = 1 and a is a positive constant selected 
rJ ro 
t o be large enough so that no feasible solutions are ex-
eluded from the problem. Glover suggests using a surro-
gate constraint as the reference constraint. 
A surrogate constraint is 11 a n inequality i mplied by 
the constraints of an integer program, and designed to 
cap ture useful information that cannot be extracted from 
the pa r ent constraints individually but is neverthele ss a 
c onsequence of their conjunction" .[S] In general a surro -
gate c onstraint is of the form of equation 8 below and is 
obta ined from a linear combination of the constraints of 
the original problem. 
If the original problem (1) is written i n the form : 
find x = (xl,x2, . . . X )T that n 
maximizes X = ex (6} 0 
where Ax ::5: b 
and X ~ 0 and integer 
A = (a . . ) , 1. l.J 
j 
and T b = (alO' a20' • • · amo> • If the integer 
dropped, the dual of this problem is then: 
find w = (w1 ,w2 , ••• wm) 
that minimizes w0 = wb 
= 1,2, •• • m, 
= 1 ' 2' • • • n 
constraint is 
where wA :<:: c (7) 
w ~ 0 
12 
[4] 
The reference constraint as s u ggested by Glover is 




a . = w*A . 
rJ J 
a = w*b 
ro 
w* = a feas i b l e s olution to the du al. 
(8) 
An appropriate s ource ~ selection rule is defined 
as any rule which guarantees . for a ny row k, that atfinite 
intervals a tableau occurs in which ~v ~ ~o· The rule 
is necessary to insure t hat a tra n si tion cycle will occur 
at finite intervals. 
The fol lowing r u les c ompletely de te rmine the algorithm :. 
1) Adjoin a reference c ons traint to the problem. 
2) Check for optimal ity. The c ur rent tableau is opti-
mal if a . ~ 0 f or jEJ or i f a Ja > -1/a • OJ o~ . rv ro 
3) Determine the pivot column v, such that A ~A . v J 
for j ~ v and a .> 0. 
rJ 
4) Se l ect a sou rce row. s, from S (j) by an appropri-
ate s ource row selec tion procedure. 
5) Adjoin to the tableau the Gomory cut (2) derived 
from the source row. 
6) carry ou t the usual simplex change of basis with 
v as the p ivot column and the Gomory cut as the 
pivo t row. 
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7} Delete the pivot column and pivot row from the 
system. 
8} Go to 2. 
Steps S,6, and 7 may be combined to one step as 
Sa} Execute the change of basis as follows: 
1} a .. = - a . . for j = v ~J ~J 
a .. = a . . [asj/asvJ a . for j ~ v ~J ~J ~s 2} 
Step Sa is equivalent to steps S,6, and 7. 
The above procedure always selects t he column wi t h 
(9} 
the lexicographic minimum A . as the pivot column. It may 
J 
be desirable to execu t e a transition cycle when possible 
in order to immediately increase the objective value and 
possibly decrease the number of iterations. In this case, 
Rules 3 and 8 above are replaced by: 
3a. If for some j in J a nda . < 0 B. ~ 1~ designate 
OJ J 
that column as the pivot column. If none exists 
use rule 3 above . 
Sa. Go to 1 if a transition cycle has been executed. 
Go to 2 otherwise. 
This procedure r equires that the reference constraint 
be revised after each transition cycle since the probl em is 
essentially restarted as if it were a new problem. Because 
of this, compu t ationally it would be advantageous to have an 
easily determinab le reference constraint . 
14 
Optimality is achieved if dual feasibility occurs, 
tha t is if all a . ~ o. or if a Ia > - 1/a • The second OJ o~ rv ro 
criteria occurs if no positive integer values exist for the 
non basic variables tha t will satisfy the referenc e con-
str a int and improve the s olution . A complete proof i s con-
tained in [4 ] . 
Rules 3 and 4 are the essentia l rules necessary to in-
sure tha t the a l gorithm is finite . Basically, these two 
rules insure that A (k) q the reference vec tor for the kth 
v 
iteration, i s lexicographically gr eater than A (k-l), the 
v 
reference vec tor for the previous iteration. Since the 
first component of A is a /a 
v o~ rv 
j in J, for each iteration, the n 
is at optimality. 
15 
and A ~A. for j f. v and 
v J 
when A ~ 0, the problem 
v 
III Discussion of Problem 
Within t he a l gorithm there a r e three non deterministic 
rules. the form of the refe r e nce constraint. t he source row 
selection rule. a nd whether to execute a transition cycle 
as soon as possible or to select the column with the lexi-
cographically minimum reference vector. 
The reference cons tra i nt mu s t sa tisfy the criteria of 
( 5.1) and (5.2). One such c onstraint is that of (3) . 
Denote thi s by Reference Cons traint One (RCl). The cri-
tical point is de t ermining a • Any large positive inte-
ro 
ger can be used that does not exclude any feasible integer 
solution. It is possible to de termine the upper bound on 
the s umma tion of the variables by s olving the linear program 
of (6) where the integer constraint is dropped, c=(l,l, .•• l) 
and all other variables are as def ined in (6) . 
A second form of the reference constraint is that of 
( 8) , [4 J a surroga t e constraint, as sugges ted by Glover • This 
will be deno ted by Refe rence Constraint Two (RC2) . 
The final form of the reference cons traint considered 
is: 
ex ~ c (10) 
0 
where ex is the original objective f unction and c is some 
0 
large integer constraint such t hat no feasible integer 
solutions a re excluded from the problem. Denote this form 
as Reference Constraint Three (RC3) • As in RCl, c can be 
0 
obtained from the solution of the linear p rogram (6) with-
out the integer constraints. 
16 
If a tra nsition cycle is executed out of order, that 
is when f i rs t possible rather t han always s e l ectin g t hat 
c olumn with the lexicog raphically minimum referenc e vector, 
then the reference constra i nt mus t b e r e vi sed af t er each 
trans ition cycle . Becau se o f this RC2 wa s not cons i dered 
whe n tran s ition cycles were executed out of order. It did 
not appear to be a rea sonable procedure to so l ve the dual 
p roblem afte r each trans ition cyc le. 
To meet t h e criteria of the defini tion o f an appro -
p riate source row se lec tion rule, it is necessary to insure 
that for any row i only a finite numbe r o f cycles will 
exist s uch t hat a . ~ a . ~v ~o 
In order for this t o occu r, 
once a row has been se l ec t ed such tha t a . ~a . o it is ~v ~o 
necessary to repea tedl y select this row until it no longer 
qualifies as a s ource roa . 
The sou rce row se lection r ules (SRR) that were used 
are 
SRRl) a ) Se l ec t that row in S(v) wi th the smallest 
row index number . 
b ) Repea tedly se l ect thi s row unti l it no 
longer quali f ies. 
c) go to a 
SRR2 ) a) Generate a sequ e ntial lis t of r ow indicies. 
b) Select the fir s t index of the li s t that is 
in S(v). 
c) same as SRRlb . 
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d) Con tinue down the list until a row is 
found tha t i s in S (v) o go to c. 
e) If non e found before end of list go to b. 
SRR3 } a} Gener ate the vector G. for each row in 
1 
S (v ) whe re 
g ( j} = [ a .. /a . J j = 1 0 2, •.• n ( 11} 1J 1V 
b) Select source row s such tha t G :!> G. 
s 1 
for al l i in S (v } i =I= s 
c) same as SRRlb 
d) Go t o a 
SRRl is used bec a use of the computational simpli city. 
[10 J SRR2 is on e of the rules Young suggested • SRR3 is 
used to increase the values of the coefficie nts of the ob-
jective f uncti on. As a jus t ification for this, cons i der 
rule Sa of the algorithm, w' ich def ines the pivoting process 
for the objective func tion row, 
a . = a . - [a ./a J a 
OJ OJ SJ SV OV 
j # v (12) 
It can be seen tha t a . wi ll be cha nged by an amount 
OJ 
- g(j) a i n t he nex t tab l eau . Since a < 0, i t is 
ov ov 
desired to have G as large as possible (in some sense), in 
s 
order that a . will increase towards the optimality criteria 
OJ 
of all a . :2: 0. 
OJ 
18 
With the above choices, fifteen different combinations 
[8] 
were considered on twelve test problems • The next sec-
tion describes the problems and the results. 
The algorithm is demonstrated by means of a sample 
problem in Appendix 2. 
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IV Computational Results 
The resu lts of the variou s c hoi ces disc ussed i n t he 
last section will be presented h e r e. The char ac t eristics 
of the twelve tes t problems are summarized i n Figure 1. 
Problems 7 a nd 8 a r e identical to 5 a n d 6 respecti vely wi t h 
two constraints omi t t ed. The con s tra i nts a re 0 - l bounds 
on two variables . For problems 9, 10, and 11 , RC2, the re-
ference constraint der i ved from a surrogate con s t raint, was 
exactly the same a s RC3, the r eference c onstr a i nt that uses 
the objective function as a constraint. 
Figure 2 i s the summary of the results of the problems. 
RC3 with transition cyc l es executed as soon as poss i ble was 
considered and a few problems were run but t h e results were 
so poor that it was not pursued any further. The reason 
for the poor results was that the optimality c r i t eria of 
a /a ~ -1/a wa s never met. Thi s resulted because 
ov' rv ro 
a /a was alway s equal to -1 and -1/a was a negative 
ov' rv ro 
fraction. This mad e i t necessary to achi eve du a l feas i b i l i -
ty, before the p r ob lem cou ld be terminated, which consider-
ably increased the number of interations. 
The computa tional p r ocedures are str aight forward and 
are completely described b y the rules in Section t hree. 
One variati on con s i dered was t hat of obtaining a n init i al 
basic feasible solu tion t o 1t he p r oblem when one was not 
readily available. 
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Problem Number Number Type* 
of of of 
Number Constraints Variables Constraint Denominator ** 
1 4 5 all LE 183 
2 4 5 all LE 258 
3 4 5 all LE 320 
4 4 5 all LE 205 
5 6 5 all LE 19400 
6 6 5 all LE 32000 
7 4 5 all LE 19400 
8 4 5 all LE 32000 
9 6 6 all LE 2000 
10 7 7 all GE 32 
11 7 7 all GE 32 
12 3 4 all GE 72 
Characteristics of the Test Problems 
* LE indicates that the constraints are less than or 
equal to inequalities. 
GT indicates that the constraints are greater than 
or equal to inequalities. 
** The denominator is the determinate of the coeffi-
cients of the basic variables when the problem is 
solved as a linear program. It gives a general indi-





RC 1 * : 2 * : 3 * ; . 1 * * ; ----~----~-------r------~------r-------T------r------r------~-----7------T-------T------~ 
s RR I 1 : 2 : 3 : 1 : 2 : 3 I 1 : 2 : 3 : 1 1 2 : 3 I 
----------------------------------------------L-------------------------- --------------~ 
1 32 67 77 854 401 387 168 316 287 391 303 29 
2 24 59 24 422 1021 355 115 569 188 515 419 28 
3 284 537 171 479 1124 480 339 1202 520 29 29 29 
4 5 5 5 399 1111 325 623 69 1 48 39 46 29 
5 29651 90k 26533 90k 90k 31514 90k 90k 90k 46876 47669 348 
6 38522 90k 90822 90k 90k 90k 90k 90k 90k 234 234 173 
7 533 19 90k 90k 90k 90k 203 90k 90k 90k 54075 53867 348 
8 90k 90k 90k 90k 90k 90k 90k 90k 90k 234 234 173 
9 180 600 240 12289 19757 2548 12289 18757 2548 3684 4936 246 
10 1 9 18 18 31 20 24 39 20 24 18 33 18 
11 44 43 25 34 120 39 34 120 39 19 22 21 
12 2197 11798 3822 226 165 116 39 39 37 21 451 195 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Number of ~~r tera tions to Solve the Test Problems. 
* Pivot column always the column with the lexicographically minimum 
reference vector. 
** Transition cycles executed when possible. 
A k indicates that the problem had not terminated in the indicated 




This occurred in problems 10 6 10, and 12. A Phase I tech-
nique analogous to that of the Simplex Agorithm was used. 
Rule Sa was used in place of rules 5 8 6, and 7 of the algo-
rithm for the computations. This made it necessary to 
employ a special procedure to eliminate artificial variables 
from the problem during Phase I. At various points during 
Phase I, equation exist of the form 
-u . + y. = 0 J 1. (13) 
where u . is a slack variable generated from a cut andy. is 
J 1. 
th .th 'f ' . 1 . bl Wh t' f h' f e 1. art1. 1.c1.a var1.a e. en equa 1.ons o t 1.s orm 
d · h th d d d the J. th 1 appear ur1.ng P ase I ey are roppe an co umn 
is deleted from the problem. This is done because the 
artificial variable, y . 6 equals zero and the equation implies 1. 
u. equals zero. It is then eliminated from all other equa-
J 
tions in the problem. One further special procedure was 
employed during Phase I. When w is reduced to zero, it is 
possible that some of the artificial variables are still in 
the problem. They must be deleted before proceeding to 
Phase II. To accomplish this a pivot is carried out on any 
element that will give the form of (13). This can best be 
accomplished by pivoting on an element where some y. is 1. 
the basic variable and the coefficient is equal to one. 
Any column may be selec t ed as the pivot column if the pivot 
is carried out in an equation that has an articial as a 
basic variable. This i s possible because a . = 0 for all 1.0 
rows i that have artifical variables as basic variables 
23 
(when w = 0). This special procedure is carried out until 
equationsof the form of 13 are obtained and are then de-
leted from the system. When all artificals have been re-
moved an initial basic feasible solution has been found 
and the problem can be solved by the basic a lgorithm. 
24 
.. 
V Discussion of Results 
From the summary of results in Figure 2 a number of 
conclusions can be made. It appears that the best proce-
dure investigated is to execute a tran sition cycle when 
first possible in order to r educe the number of iterations. 
The bes t reference constraint, of those investigated, was 
1 . . 11 t d b [lO J h . t . RC as or1g1n a y s ugges e y Young • T 1s cons ra1nt 
produced the leas t number of iterations in general. It 
also was the eas i es t to ob t a in and use in terms of compu-
tational simpl i city. This result was somewhat unexpected. 
It was initially bel i eved [ 4 ] that RC2, the surrogate con-
straint, would yield better r esults due to the nature of a 
surrogate cons tra int. Thi s advantage however was complete-
ly overshadowed b y t he advantages gained by executing a 
transition cycle as soon as possible. RC2 was not investi-
gated when a transition cycle is executed out of order. It 
does not appear to be a reasonable procedure to solve the 
dual problem after each trans ition cycle, as would be re-
qui red. 
The results of the various choices of source row 
selec tion rules were not as clear as t hat of t he reference 
constraints. The only rule t ha t signi ficant ly decreased 
the number of iterations was SRR3 when u sed in con junction 
with RCl , and when tra nsition cycles are executed out of 
order. For the othe r c a ses it appears that SRR-3 is 
slightly be tter tha n t he othe r two rules. 
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All of the p r oblems tested here were of moder ate size 
yet the number of i t erations necessary to r each optimal ity 
was usually quite large. On larger problems t h e number of 
iterations may be so large that the algorithm would be of 
no practical use , e ven when the most ingeniou s a nd effi -
cient techniques are u sed. 
One of the mos t promis i ng aspects of the a l gorithm is 
that it may open the way fo r a variety of composite or 
specialized algorithms to fit the needs of special i zed users. 
Among the areas that need future investiga t ion, the 
following appear t o be most significant : 
1) More work i s necessary to reduce the number of 
iterations necessary to reach optimality. On a number of 
the test problems, optimality was achieved in relative l y few 
iterations, but the criteria was not met for ma ny more ite-
rations. On test p r oblems 1 and 2 optimality wa s achieved 
after one iteration but even in the best cases a t least 20 
or more iterations we r e necessary to r ecogni z e op t imality. 
Glover has made an outstanding contribution towa rd this end 
with his modified optimality criteria[4 ] as used here. 
2) Another a r ea , whi ch requires future wor k i s devi s-
ing a method that r e quires less computer stor age and more 
importantly, fewe r c alculations. The basic t ableau re-
quires a space of (m + n + 2) x (n + 1). I t would not take 
a very large problem to exhaust the memory of a present day 




decreased, a larger number of iterations would be tolerable. 
In test problems 5 and 6 it took approximately 10 minutes 
of execution time to carry out 90,000 iterations. 
3) Further work is also necessary to determine an 
initial basic feasible solution. It has been shown here 
that a Phase I technique can be used successfully. 
The algorithm is a major step forward :im the field of 
integer programming. In theory, it provides a finite algo-
rithm that will solve any integer programming problem. In 
practice the number of iteration necessary to reach opti-
mality can be large, especially on the more difficult pro-
blems if the choices for t he non-deterministic rules are 
not made car efully • 
27 
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The following problem will be worked as an example of 
the algorithm. 































where a = 11 was determined by solving the linear program 
ro 
as described in Section 3. The first tableau is: 
xl x2 x3 x4 x5 b 
2 3 1 2 2 18 
3 2 2 1 2 15 
-6 0 1 0 0 15 
0 -7 0 1 0 0 
-1 -7 0 0 0 0 
0 -1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -1 0 reference constraint 1 1 1 1 1 11 
0 0 -1 -1 -1 0 objective function 
where the identity matrix has been omitted. 
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A transition cycle can be executed immedia tely by se-
lecting column 5 as the pivot column . The minimum ratio 
95 = 7~ and the source row is row 2. A pivo t i s carried 
out using rule Sa of the algorithm. The nex t table au is: 
0 1 -1 2 -2 4 
1 0 0 1 -2 1 
- 6 0 1 0 0 0 
0 -7 0 1 0 0 
- 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 - 1 0 0 0 0 Tableau 1 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -1 0 0 
1 1 1 0 1 7 
0 0 0 1 -1 4 RC 
1 1 0 - 1 1 7 OF 
Sinc e a tra ns i tion cycle was executed, the reference 
c onstraint must be modifie d to : 
1 1 1 1 1 11 
The problem is acutally at optimality now but it does 
not me et the criteria for optimality yet. The pivot column 
fo r the next iteration is column 4 (the only column eligibl~ . 
94 = 0 and the only row in S(4) is row 4. A stationary 
cycle must be execute d. The next tableau i s : 
~ 15 -1 -2 -2 4 
1 7 0 -1 -2 1 
- 6 0 1 0 0 0 
- 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 - 1 0 0 0 0 Tableau 2 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 
0 -7 0 1 0 0 
1 1 1 0 1 7 
1 8 1 -1 1 11 
1 -6 0 1 1 7 
Again only one column is available as t he pivot column, 
column 2. 9. 2 = 1/7 and S(2} = (1 ,2). Usin g the criteria of 
SRR3 the two G vectors are : 
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G (1) = (O,l,-1,-1-1,0) 
G (2) = (O,l,0 , -1 , -1,0 } 
therefore row 2 is selec t ed as the source row. Again a 
stationary c ycle mu s t be e xecuted. The nex t tableau is: 
0 -15 -1 13 13 4 
1 -7 0 6 5 1 
0 0 0 - 1 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 - 1 -1 0 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 Tableau 3 
0 7 0 -6 - 7 0 
1 - 1 1 1 2 7 
1 -8 1 7 9 11 
1 6 0 -5 -5 7 
TWo co l umn s are el i g i ble as pivot columns , 4 and 5. 
The firs t compon en t s of t he re f erence vectors a r e : 
-
A(4) = ( -5/7 , . • . ) 
-A(5} = ( - 5/9 , ••• ) 
Since A(4) ~ A ( 5} ~ c olumn 4 i s selected as the pivot column. 
e4 = 1/6 a nd S(4) = (1 , 2} . Row 2 was the source row for 
the las t t ab l eau so it will be selec t ed as sou rce r ow as 
long as i t i s in S (v). The n e x t tableau is : 
0 11 - 1 -13 1 3 4 
1 5 0 -6 5 1 
-6 0 1 0 0 0 
0 -2 0 1 0 0 
- 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -1 0 1 -1 0 Tableau 4 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 
0 - 5 0 6 - 7 0 
1 1 1 - 1 2 7 
1 6 1 -7 9 11 
1 - 4 0 5 - 5 7 
Al l a spe c t s of t h e a lgorithm hav e been c overed in the 
first four t ab l eaus . Th e fo l l owi ng t ableau s wi ll be pre-
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sented without further comment . The pivo t e lement will be 
listed below each tableau. The p i vot elemen t for the fourth 
tableau is (2,2} 
Tableau 5 Tableau 6 
0 -11 -1 9 2 4 0 7 -1 -9 2 4 
1 -5 0 4 0 1 1 3 0 -4 0 1 
-6 0 1 0 0 0 -6 0 1 0 0 0 
0 2 0 -3 2 0 0 -4 0 3 2 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
0 5 0 -4 -2 0 0 -3 0 4 -2 0 
1 -1 1 1 1 7 1 1 , -1 1 7 .L 
1 -6 1 5 3 11 1 4 1 -5 3 11 
1 4 0 -3 -1 7 1 -2 0 3 -1 7 
Pivo t Element = (2, 4 ) Pivot Element = ( 2, 2} 
Tableau 7 Tableau 8 
0 - 7 -1 5 2 4 0 -11 -1 11 -2 4 
1 -3 0 2 0 1 1 -3 0 2 0 1 
-6 0 1 0 0 0 -6 0 1 0 0 0 
0 4 0 -5 2 0 0 0 0 1 -2 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
0 3 0 -2 -2 0 0 7 0 -8 2 0 
1 -1 1 1 1 7 1 -3 1 4 - 1 7 
1 -4 1 3 3 1 1 1 -10 1 12 -3 11 
1 2 0 - 1 - 1 7 1 4 0 -4 1 7 
Pivot Element = (4 , 5) Pivot Element = (4, 4) 
Tableau 9 Tableau 10 
0 -11 -1 -11 20 4 0 9 -1 9 -20 4 
1 -3 0 -2 4 1 1 1 0 2 -4 1 
-6 0 1 0 0 0 -6 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 - 2 0 0 -1 0 - 1 2 0 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
0 7 0 8 -14 0 0 -7 0 -6 1 4 0 
1 -3 1 - 4 7 7 1 4 1 3 -7 7 
1 - 10 1 - 12 2 1 11 1 11 1 9 -21 11 
1 4 0 4 - 7 7 1 -3 0 - 3 7 7 
Pivot Element = ( 1 0, 5) Pivot Elemen t = (1 , 4) 
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Tableau 11 Tableau 12 
0 0 8 -9 7 4 0 0 1 5 -7 4 
1 -1 2 -2 2 1 1 -1 0 2 -2 1 
-6 0 1 0 0 0 -6 0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 -1 1 -3 0 0 1 2 -5 3 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 . 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -1 1 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
0 -1 -6 6 -4 0 0 -1 -2 -2 4 0 
1 1 4 -3 2 7 1 1 2 1 -2 7 
1 2 10 -9 6 11 1 2 4 3 -6 11 
1 0 -3 3 -2 7 1 0 -1 -1 2 7 
Pivot Element = ( 11 5) Pivot Element = ( 114) 
Tableau 13 Tableau 14 
0 0 1 -5 3 4 0 0 -1 -7 7 4 
1 -1 0 -2 2 1 1 -1 0 -2 2 1 
-6 0 1 0 0 0 -6 0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 2 5 -7 0 0 1 -2 1 1 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 -4 0 
0 -1 -2 2 0 0 0 -1 2 6 -8 0 
1 1 2 -1 0 7 1 1 -2 -5 8 7 
1 2 4 -3 0 11 1 2 -4 -11 16 11 
1 0 -1 1 0 7 1 0 1 3 -4 7 
Pivot Element = {4 1 3) Pivot Element = ( 41 5) 
Tableau 15 Tableau 16 
0 -7 13 -14 -7 4 0 6 -13 -1 6 4 
1 -3 4 -4 -2 1 1 1 -4 0 2 1 
-6 -4 7 -6 -4 0 -6 3 -7 1 3 0 
0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 -2 2 1 0 0 -1 2 0 -1 0 
0 4 -7 6 4 0 0 -3 7 -1 -3 0 
0 7 -14 14 8 0 0 -7 14 0 -6 0 
1 -7 14 -13 -8 7 1 7 -14 1 6 7 
1 -14 28 -2 7 -16 11 1 14 -28 1 12 11 
1 4 - 7 7 4 7 1 -3 7 0 -3 7 
Pivo t Elemen t = (1013 ) Pivot Element = ( 10 1 5) 
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Tableau 17 Tableau 18 
0 0 5 -1 -6 4 0 0 - 5 4 4 4 
1 -1 2 0 -2 1 1 - 1 -2 2 2 1 
-6 0 2 1 - 3 0 -6 0 -2 3 1 0 
0 1 - 3 0 1 0 0 1 3 -3 -5 0 
- 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 1 -1 - 1 0 
0 0 -2 -1 3 0 0 0 2 - 3 -1 0 
0 - 1 -4 0 6 0 0 -1 4 - 4 -2 0 
1 1 4 1 -6 7 1 1 -4 5 2 7 
1 2 8 1 -12 11 1 2 -8 9 4 11 
1 0 -2 0 3 7 1 0 2 -2 -1 7 
Pivo t Element = (1,3) Pivot Element = ( 2, 5) 
Tableau 19 Tableau 20 
0 4 -1 0 -4 4 0 4 -1 0 - 4 4 
1 1 0 0 -2 1 1 1 0 0 -2 1 
- 6 1 - 1 2 -1 0 -6 5 1 - 2 -5 0 
0 - 4 -2 2 5 0 0 0 0 - 2 1 0 
- 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 1 0 
0 -1 1 -2 1 0 0 -5 - 1 2 5 0 
0 - 3 2 -2 2 0 0 - 7 0 2 6 0 
1 3 - 2 3 -2 7 1 9 1 -3 -8 7 
1 6 - 4 5 . -4 11 1 16 1 - 5 -14 11 
1 - 1 1 -1 1 7 1 - 3 0 1 3 7 
Pivot Element = (4,4) Pivot Element = (10,2) 
Tableau 21 Tableau 22 
0 - 4 - 1 4 0 4 8 4 -1 -4 0 4 
1 -1 0 1 -1 1 3 1 0 - 1 -1 1 
-6 -5 1 3 0 0 0 1 1 - 3 0 0 
0 0 0 -2 1 0 -4 -4 0 2 1 0 
- 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 -1 0 0 -2 -1 0 1 0 0 
0 5 - 1 -3 0 0 -6 - 1 -1 3 0 0 
0 7 0 -5 -1 0 - 10 - 3 0 5 -1 0 
1 -9 1 6 1 7 13 3 1 - 6 1 7 
1 - 1 6 1 11 2 11 23 6 1 - 11 2 11 
1 3 0 -2 0 7 -3 -1 0 2 0 7 
Pivo t Element = (3 , 4} Pivot Element = ( 3, 2 ) 
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Tableau 23 Tableau 24 
8 -4 -5 8 0 4 0 4 3 -8 0 4 
3 -1 -1 2 -1 1 1 1 1 -2 -1 1 
0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 
-4 4 4 -10 1 0 6 -6 -6 10 1 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
-2 1 1 -2 0 0 0 -1 -1 2 0 0 
-6 1 0 0 0 0 -6 1 0 0 0 0 
-10 3 3 -4 -1 0 -6 -1 -1 4 -1 0 
13 -3 -2 3 1 7 10 0 1 -3 1 7 
23 -6 -5 7 2 11 16 1 2 -7 2 11 
-3 1 1 -1 0 7 -2 0 0 1 0 7 
Pivot Element == ( 1, 4) Pivot Element == (10,1) 
Tableau 25 Tableau 26 
0 4 3 -8 0 4 0 -4 -5 8 0 4 
-1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 0 0 1 -1 1 
0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 
-6 -6 -6 16 1 0 -6 10 10 -16 1 0 
1 0 0 -1 0 0 1 -1 -1 1 0 0 
0 -1 -1 2 0 0 0 1 1 -2 0 0 
6 1 0 -6 0 0 6 -5 -6 6 0 0 
6 -1 -1 -2 -1 0 6 -3 -3 2 -1 0 
-10 0 1 7 1 7 -10 7 8 -7 1 7 
-,.16 1 2 9 2 11 -16 10 11 -9 2 11 
2 0 0 -1 0 7 2 -1 -1 1 0 7 
Pivot Element = ( 6, 4) Pivot Element = ( 6, 2) 
Tableau 27 Tableau 28 
0 4 -1 0 0 4 0 4 -1 0 0 4 
-1 0 0 1 -1 1 1 3 0 -1 -1 1 
0 1 1 -2 0 0 -4 -5 1 2 0 0 
-6 -10 0 4 1 0 2 2 0 -4 1 0 
1 1 0 -1 0 0 -1 -2 0 1 0 0 
0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 
6 5 -1 -4 -1 0 -2 -7 -1 4 0 0 
6 3 0 -4 -1 0 -2 -9 0 4 -]J 0 
-10 -7 1 7 1 7 4 14 1 -7 1 7 
-16 -10 1 11 2 11 6 23 1 -11 2 11 
2 1 0 -1 0 7 0 -2 0 1 0 7 
Pivot Element = ( 4 , 4) Final Tableau 
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) 
Tableau 28 meets the optimality criteria of 
a /a > -1/a 1 that is -2/23> -1/11 1 although the problem ov rv ro 
is not dual feasible. 
The optimal values of the variables are : 
X = 7 0 
xl = 0 
x2 = 0 
x3 = 0 
x4 = 0 
xs = 7 
and the values of the slack variables are : 
yl = 4 
y2 = 1 
y3 = 0 














































INTEG~R T(5C,5fi/25C r • GI 
INTEG ER G(50J,G~(5(1 




T-THE TARLEAU MhTRlX 
GEGM- USED IN PIVELM SUB RO UTINE 
TO DETERMINE THE C:QlJRCE ROW 
R~ RM - THE REFERENCE VECTOR 
REtD IN THE FOLL OWING DA TA 
NP1- NUMR~R OF FI~ST PRORLEM 
NPZ- NUMBER OF LAST PROBLEM 
INX- DETERMINES WH6T TlBLEAUS 
ARf TO HE PRINTED OUT 
0 -FTRST AND LAST ONLY 
1-All TARLEAliS 
N>l EVERY N-TH TtRLEAlJ 
PEAD(5,1CCI NPl,NP2 1 1NX 
00 23 III=NPlfNPZ 
WRITE(6,8C 0 1 I I 
FORMAT(ll-:1 1 2C'X 1 1 PROBLEM 1 ,!4,//1 RFA0(5f1Cr)M,N,NL,NE,NG,LMAX 
· FORMAT lCIHI 










M- M J /.1 8 E R 0 F ( 0 N S T R t.. 1 NT S 
N- N•JMHER OF V.ARIA.BLES 
NL- NUMBER 0 F LESS TH~N CONSTRAINTS 
Nf--NIJMtiER C F EQll6liTY CONSTRAINTS 
NG-NUMBE R OF GREATER THAN 
CONSTRAINTS 
LMAX-THE UPPER LIMIT ON THE 
SUMMATION OF THE VARia 5LES 
JF(!II.EQ.NPll GG TO 554 
DO 553 l=l,MNl 
DO 553 J=1 t Nl 
TCifJl=G CON I NUE 
REtD IN A MtTRTX fND 8 VECTOR 
N~TF-C~DE~ OF CONST~tiNTS IN THE A 
~ATRIX ~UST BE ~LL LESS T~ANS, 
tLL EQUALITY AND THF I'--1 t.LL GQ.EATER 
T~AN CONSTRdTNTS 
on l C I=l,~ 
READ(5,10t) ( T( I ,J I ,J=l ,NI ,T( I,N l I 
CONT INUE 
ADD SURPLUS VLRIABL ES 
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c 
IF(NG.EO.C) GO TO 12\ 
K=l 
ll=NL+NE+ l 




C REt D IN COS T VF.C TOR 
c 
r: 
121 READ(5,1 CCI (T(MNl,JI,J=l,NI 
K=l 
00 13 I=~·q , MN 
T ( I , K I =-1 
T(MNl,KI=-T(MN l ,KI 
K=K+l 
13 CONTI NlJF. 
IF<NE+NG.fQ. O) GQ TO 131 









ll=NL+l CALL SCI~ ( T, I 1 , M, 1 , N 1 , MN 11. , - 1 , I 0 , J D I 












T( L ,Nl) =LMt.X 
I=l 
NT=l 
CALL OUTl (T,MNll,Nl,NT,ID , JO I 




JF(T(MNll, ~li.FO. O I GO Tn 44 
IF(J.NE. 0 1 GO TO \6 
I-IRITE(6,2251 
FORMAT(!/,2 0 X,' NO BASIC FEA~IBLE SOLliTION 1 ,//// 
).~- I 
GO TO 23 
C~L L NXTHt3 (T ,MNlJ,Nl,I,J,I O,JOI 
CALL ELIM (T,NL,M,Nl,MNl,NN,MN,MNll,L,ID,JO) 




CALL ~UTl (T,MNll,Nl,NT,ID , JOI 
NT=NT+l 
IF(IX.NE.ll GO TO 25 




r.r: 0 25 
F. LIMINATE ARTIFICIALS STILL PQESENT 
I-IHEN W=l 
JF(M.:::O.NLI GO TO lt.5 
CALL MODPIV(T,IO , JD,I,J ,M,MN U , NNI 
CALL NXTTAB (T,MNll,Nl,I,J,IO,JO) 




















zr .. 1 
2 3 
GO TO 44 
PHAS E HI Ll 
DO 52 J= l ,NN 
T(LfJl=l CON INUF: 
T(L,Nl l=LMAX CALL PtVfLMIT,I,J,Nl,MN,MNl ,NN,L,IO,J O,G,GM,R,RM 
~ ~~l~! ~ Q. r ) GO TO 2 ~ 
IF(T(L,N l ).EQ. Cl GO TO 26 I F (FL OAT(TIMNl,JI 1/FL OAT(T(L,J)).GT.(-ll/FLQAT(T( 
, . L,NU l l GLJ TO 26 
C A L L N X T Til B ( T , M N l , f'J 1 , I , J , I D , J D l 
IF(NT.NE.~K~INXl GO TO 42 
KK=KK+l 
WRITE(6 2( 3 ) 
CALL nuh (T,MNl ,N1,NT,ID,JDl 
NT=NT+ 1 
IF( IX.NE. J l GO T 'J 12 6 
no 53 J=l,NN 
T(L,JI=l 
CONTI NUE 
T(L,Nll=L MA X 
GO TO 12 6 
WRITE OUT FIN AL TABL E~U ~ NO ANSWER S 
WRITE( 6 ,8 CC) III 
\oi~ITE(6,2rll 
FORMAT(30X ' FINAL TABLEAU ') 
CALL OUTl lr, MN l ,Nl,NT,ID,J Dl 
CALL OUT 2 ( T ,M,N, NL,N E,NG,MNl , Nl, NT,!D,JDl 
CONTI NUE 
END 
~ ll B R OU T T N f ELIM (T,NL,M,Nl,MNl,NN,MN,M Nll,L, !D ,JD 
'-1- , 
I NTEGER TII O,J O) 
Ll=Nl+l 
KK= 0 
TH IS SU 2ROU TI N!: ELIMI NA TES TH E ARTIFIC t L 
V~ f iABL E 5 FRO M THE PROB LEM 
DO lC LL =Ll ,M 
l=LL-KK 
K= C 
DO 11 J= l , Nl 
IFIT(I,Jl. EQ. C' . OR .Til,Jl.E Q.-11 GO TO 1 2 
GO TO 10 




JF(K. NE.l) GO TO J. ·'J 
DO 31 JJ=Jl, ~·n 
~?r~!J~~:~rr~!~J+l) 










DO 32 I I=I ,M Nl 
DO 32 JJ=l , Nl 











SUBP OlJTINf OUTl(T,M, N,IX,! I),JO I 
INTEG FR T(ID,J Dl 
THIS RGUTI NE WRITfS OU T THI= T~RL E AIJS 
WPtTE(6,H2 l IX 
D 0 1 ·'J I = 1 , '-1 
W R I T E ( 6 , l r 1: ) ( T ( I , J l , J = . , N l 
WRITE (6,l l l l 
CONTIN UE 
FOR~AT(12( 1 Xr l q) I 
FOR~AT Cl ll 
F O R~ AT(!/ ,l : X,' T4t3LEAtJ 1 ,1 9 ,//l 
FORMA T( .,('(lX,F'1 .ll) 
RETlJRN 
END 
SUB ROUTINE OlJT2 (T, M, N ,NL, NC::,Nr; ,MNl,N:, r-..IT, ID,J O ) 
I NTEGFR T(!D,Jfl) 
C THI5 Rnt JT!N f: WRIT ES UlJT THe Fli\I AL .A NSW ERS 
c 
WRI TE (6,2C 2 l 
2C2 FORMAT(////) 
IF (NL.EO. c l GC TrJ 11 
DO 1C' 1=1,NL 
WR ITE(6 , ll1 li,T( I,Nl l 
101 F O RMAT (//, l ~ X, 1 SL 4CI< 1 ,1 4 , 1 = 1 ,I8,// ) 
10 CONTI"J UE 
11 I F (NG .EQ. ( l r; o T'l 13 
I l =MNl -NG 
!2-=MN l -l 
K=l 
on 12 I=I : ,T2 
W ~HTE (6, ?(4) K,T(I, Nl l 






DO 14 I=I!,IZ 
WRITE(6,lf 21 I< ,Tfi, Nl l 





























F IJ NC T I 0 N I D I V ( L , ~ ) 
THIS FUNCTIGN DETERMINES T~E GRFATEST IVTEGER L 
~ f.SS THAN L/M 
NOTE-M MUST BE GREATER THAN 0 
IFCM.LE.OI GO TO 98 
IFCLi l ,2,? 
K=-1 
GO TO 4 
IDiv= ·: 





IF(LA.LE.Gl GO TO 14 
N=N+l 
GO TO 13 
IF(K.LT.C.fJR.l.A.EQ. CI GO TO 16 
I D IV="! · GO TO gq 
IOIV=K-'· (N+!I GO TO qq 
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 G ·.J l 




M<= C ' , //1 
SUBROUTINE NXTTAB (T,M,N,I,J,ID,JDI 
INTEGER TCfD,JDl 
INTEGER G 
THIS ROUTINE CARRIES OUT THE PIVOT 
DO 11 K=l,N 
IFCK.EQ.Jl GO TO 11 
G=IDJV(T( I ,KI ,T( I,J) I 
DIJ 11 L=l,'-1 
TCL,KI=T(L,KI-T(L,Jl ~ G 
CONTINUE 





SUBROIJTINE SCIM (T,Il,J2,Jl,J2,L,JX,ID,JD) 
INTEGER T( ID,J DI 
C THIS ROUTINE SUMS THC. COLUMt\JS OF AN INTcGE 










DO 10 J=Jl,J2 
ISUM= .l 
DO 11 1=1 1 ,!2 
!SlJM=ISUM+T ( I ,J) 
CONTINU E 




SUR R OlJT I Nf MO 0 PI V ( T, T D , J 0, I M, J M, M, /1.1N 1_ t , N N) 
INTEG ER T(J D,JD) 
DO 10 J=l,I\JN 
IF(T(/1.1N1l,J).GT. J I GO TO J J 
DO 10 I=l,/1.1 
IF(T (J,J). tfJ.ll GO TO 12 
IF(T(I,J).Lf:. c ) GO TO l G 
Il-l= I 
JM=J 






SUBROUTINE DIVELI-1 (T,JM, JM,N l,MI'I,t""Nl, NN ,L,ID,J D,G 
-t: ,GM, R,RM,!X) 
INTEGER T( ID,J DI ,G (JO) ,GM( JOI 




THIS ROUTINE QETERMINES TH E PIV OT ELEMENT 
on tr J =l ,NN 
IF(T(MNl,JI. G~ .C) GO TO l C 
IRT= 999990 
DO 12 I=l,MN 
IF(T(J,JI.LE.rl GO TO 12 
IR=T(I,Nli/T(l,J) 
IF(IR.GE.IRT) GO TO 12 
IRT=IR 
LL=I 
12 C 0 NT I t~Jl l E 





IF(JJ.EO.r. OR .IRM.GE.ll GO TO 9 




GO TO 23 


























DO 11 I=l,MNl 
R( I)= ": 
RM(I)=9999 0 9 
CUNTI NUE 
0 0 13 J = 1 , "-I N 
IF(T(MNl,J).GE.O.OR.T(L,Jl.Lf. G) GO 
R( U=FLOAT(T(MN1 ,J) )/FLOAT(T(L,JI) 
DO 14 I=2 "'1Nl 
R(I)=FLOAf(T(I-l,J))/FLOATlT(L,J)) 
CONTINUE 
f) [) 15 I=l,MN 
IF(R(!).LT.RM(l)l GO TO 16 
JF(RM([).LT.R(ll) GO TO J3 
CONTII\IUF 
GO TO 13 




IF(JM.Eo. r: ) GO TO .22 
DETeRMINE SOURCE ROW 
IF(T(IM ,JMI.GT.TfiM ,Nlll GO TO 23 
JF(T(L,JM).LE.T(L,N!)) GO T8 1 8 
IM=L 
IX=4 
GO TO 2 3 
DO 19 J=l,I\I N 
GM(J)=-999 999 ? 
CONTI NtJE 
0040l=l,L 
JF(T(I,JMI.LE.T(I,Nl)) GO TO 4 0 
QO 41 J=l,NN 
G(J)=I D!V(T(I,JI ,T(J,JM)) 
CONTI NIJE 
DO 42 J=l, NN 
IF(G(J).LT.GM(J)) GO TO 4C 
JF(G(J).GT.GM(J)) GO TO 43 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 40 
DO 44 J=l, NN 
GM(J)=G(J) 




GO TO 2 3 
IX=3 
JM= () 
WRITE ( 6 ,1 C•) } 
RE TUR N 
TO 1 3 
WRITE(6,1 0 l )IM,JM IX WRITE(6,2C ~ ) !RM(fi,I=l,MN) 
FORMAT(//, ? rx,• E~ROR IN PIVFLM 1 ,//l 
FORMAT(//,2 ( X, 1 PIVELI-.1 = 1 ,513,//) 
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